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Welcome to I Fagioliniâ€™s Striggio Mass / Tallis Spem microsite, part of www.ifagiolini.com



 

Striggio: Ecce Beatam Lucem



Our recording of Striggio’s Mass in 40 parts was released by Decca in 2011. It topped the UK classical charts for weeks, and won awards around the world including the Gramophone Early Music Award and a Diapason d’Or de l’AnnÃ©e in France.

In February 2012 we gave the first public performance of our edition of the Striggio Mass, and of Tallis Spem in Alium at the Perth Festival in Australia, and in the summer of 2012 we gave six performances in venues round the UK. Click here to find out more details about the concerts including a short video from York Minster, and to read a report about the tour.

This site provides information that it was not possible to include in the CD booklet. It is also something of a resource for those who have downloaded tracks from iTunes or elsewhere and have no booklet. (If youâ€™re here after illegally copying the CD, may your hard drive melt and your inward parts become unreliable.)

If you haven’t yet bought a copy, you’ll find music clips dotted about the site to listen to. You can buy a copy using the links in the right-hand column of every page.

French and German translations of the main CD booklet note are available by clicking on the relevant flags here.

However, in the exhilarating and fluid world of musicology, nothing stays still for long and the Historical Notes page provides further thoughts on the intriguing relationship between Striggioâ€™s 40-part mass and motet, numerology and instruments in Spem in alium and problems with Tallis’s harmony.

At Follow the score, you can see part of the Credo score and follow the music as it plays. There’s also information on the editions we used and a bit of advice for conductors interested in performing this newly discovered Mass.

A thought. This world of Renaissance Music that we love so much is a niche interest: itâ€™s probably a niche of a niche of a niche. To create projects like this one, I Fagiolini needs to be able to inform those who care for this music about new recordings, broadcasts etc. SoÂ please join our free emailing list. You pay no money and you can unsubscribe at any time.

The DVD that comes with the CD includes a 13-minute film about the recording. Here is a preview to whet your appetite.

httpv://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxgmXzQurdg

			



					
          


Buy your copy!


            

							



							
						


												
									


 









							Join our mailing list
						








		Follow I Fagiolini on Twitter
	I was thinking that. Also @JolyonMaugham was (which carries a little more weight). https://t.co/pAu9emYdGd 03:37:32 PM May 19, 2023
	For my birthday I have done admin, walked dog, and rehearsed Walton with @The24choir  https://t.co/jNTU2B3UIw https://t.co/LDhso8U9jS 03:34:45 PM May 19, 2023
	It's very reasonably priced and all those benefits.... https://t.co/DFJS8e9Dqw 03:30:09 PM May 19, 2023
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